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Abstract. We give some effectivity results in birational geometry. We provide an upper bound
on the rational constant in Rationality Theorem in terms of certain intersection numbers, under
an additional condition on the variety that it admits a divisorial contraction. One consequence is

an explicit bound on the number of certain extremal rays. Our main result tries to construct
from a given set of ample divisors Hj on X with their intersection numbers bi, a certain set
of ample divisors Lj on X

0 or Xþ where X 0 or Xþ arises from a contraction or a flip, such that

the corresponding intersection numbers of Lj are uniformly bounded in terms of bi and
the index of X. This gives a bound on the projective degree of a minimal model in special case.
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Introduction

In birational geometry one of the main achievements during the past two decades has

been the construction of minimal models in dimension three, i.e. the Minimal Model

Program (MMP for short). Let X be a projective threefold with only Q-factorial

terminal singularities. The smallest integer r ¼ rX such that rKX is Cartier is the index

ofXwhereX is aminimal model ifKX is numerically effective (nef) andX has aminimal

model if there is a minimal model birational to X. Suppose that KX is not nef. Let rð�Þ
denote the Picard number of a normal projective variety. The theory of extremal rays

implies the existence of a surjective morphism f : X!Y (associated with an extremal

ray of X ) with connected fibers such that rðX Þ ¼ rðYÞ þ 1, �KX is f-ample and the

following holds. If dimX ¼ dimY, then either f is birational and contracts a divisor

(i.e. a divisorial contraction), or f is birational and contracts no divisors (i.e. a small

contraction); if dimX > dimY, f is said to be a Q-Fano fibering. If f is a divisorial

contraction, Y has only Q-factorial terminal singularities. If f is a small contraction,

KY is no longer Q-Cartier. In this case, according to MMP one would like to prove

that there exists a birational morphism fþ : Xþ ! Y from a projective variety Xþ

with only Q-factorial terminal singularities and rðXþÞ ¼ rðX Þ, such that fþ

contracts no divisors and KXþ is fþ-ample. If fþ exists, it is said to be the flip of

f ( fþ with properties above is known to be unique). The proof of the existence

for fþ (in dimension three) if f is a small contraction was finally completed by the
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breakthrough of Mori in [Mo]. It turns out that if X has a minimal model, then

repeated application of these two operations (divisorial contractions and flips) will

lead to a minimal model of X. For more detail we refer the reader to the book

[KM2] which also serves as our main reference throughout the discussion.

In this paper, we try to understand how certain numerical data changes with inter-

mediate varieties which occur in the MMP process. The following effectivity problem

seems open. Does there exist a universal, effectively computable function Nðx; yÞ

(independent of varieties under consideration) with the following property? Let X

and W be normal projective threefolds with only Q-factorial terminal singularities.

Assume that X has a minimal model, and that there exists a birational map

g : X!W which is a composition of divisorial contractions and flips. Let H be an

ample Cartier divisor on X with ðH3Þ4 d. Then there exists an ample

Cartier divisor L on W with ðL3Þ4Nðd; rXÞ, rX the index of X.

In general dimensions, the following definition is of convenience for our purpose.

DEFINITION 0.1. Let X be a normal projective variety and Z be a Q-Cartier Weil

divisor on X. The smallest natural number b such that bZ is Cartier is said to be the

index of Z. We denote by mX the least upper bound on the set of such indices

provided it is finite.

A finiteness property on mX will be given in Section 2 under an assumption that

X has only rational singularities. As far as our discussions are concerned, this

assumption is always satisfied ([KM2], 5.22). For convenience, henceforth we shall

freely use the finiteness.

We will provide partial information about some effectivity problems. So let X be

an n-dimensional (n5 3) normal projective variety with Q-factorial terminal singu-

larities and nonnegative Kodaira dimension. Let H1;H2; . . . ;Hr be ample Cartier

divisors whose classes constitute a basis of N1ðXÞ. Denote by x and d upper bounds

of ðHn�1
1 ;KXÞ and ðH

n�1
1 ;HjÞ, 14 j4r. Most of our results study the effectivity in

terms of d and x (among others). In the following, there is one more assumption on X.

MAIN THEOREM 0.2. N1ðx; y; z; uÞ, N2ðx; y; z; u; vÞ are computable functions with

the following property. For any X as in the preceding, assume that X admits a nontrivial

divisorial contraction p. Then the following holds.

ðiÞ There exists a contraction morphism f : X! X 0 ðf 6¼ p in general Þ with a set of
r� 1 ample Cartier divisors Li on X

0, such that fLig14i4r�1 constitutes a basis of

N1ðX 0Þ and satisfies

ðL1
n�1 � KX 0 Þ; ðL1

n�1 � LjÞ 4N1ðn; d; x;mXÞ; 14 j4r� 1:

ðiiÞ Suppose f in ðiÞ is small and a flip fþ : Xþ ! X 0 exists. Then there exists a set of

r ample Cartier divisors Hþi which give a basis of N
1ðXþÞ such that the intersection

numbers of the preceding type are bounded by N2ðn; d; x;mX; rXþÞ.
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Remark 0:2:1: (i) The assumption on p above is automatically satisfied in

smooth, nonminimal 3-fold case. (ii) If H1 is very ample, then the dependence on x
can be dropped [cf. (1.1)]. Further, L1 (resp. Hþ1 ) can be chosen to be very ample

[cf. (7.2)].

In the flow chart of MMP for a 3-fold X, our result leads to a minimal model Z

with a controlable [in the sense of (0.2)] degree d provided no intermediate variety

which contains only flipping extremal rays is met in the process. By abuse of

language, it may be said the complexity of Z is bounded by d (see [Ca], p. 564 for

complexity in another context). The author is tempted to speculate that all minimal

models of X have controlable degrees. In the case of the general type, by combining

(0.2) with estimates on the number of irreducible components of Chow varieties (e.g.

[Ts]), it is possible to get an effective bound (as in, e.g., [Ts]) on the number of mini-

mal models in a special case. Instead of minimal models, there are the following pro-

blems of Severi type for which our result might find applications on effectivity (e.g.

[Ts] and references therein). Let X be as in (0.2) and consider the set of biregularly

inequivalent classes Y (assumed smooth for convenience) which admits a birational

morphism f from X. Is this set finite? If so, does it admit a (upper) bound in terms of

invariants of X, say the degree d of X? If X is of general type and f is relaxed to be

generically finite morphism, similar questions can be asked. An effectivity result of

E. Kani for curves ([K], p. 187 and choosing d ¼ 3ð2g� 2Þ) suggests that bounds of

polynomial growth for such Severi-type problems (with dimension fixed) may be

impossible. In our case, computable bounds do not seem to overcome the

polynomial growth until possibly Section 6 (due to an induction process there).

Our proof of the Main Theorem follows the scheme of MMP. In the first step we

provide an effective upper bound on the rational number in the Rationality Theorem

in terms of certain intersection numbers. The assumption on the variety admitting a

nontrivial divisorial contraction is (only) used here. One direct consequence, com-

bined with estimates on the number of irreducible components of Chow varieties,

is an effective upper bound on the number of extremal rays of divisorial type. Our

second step is partly based on [KM2], pp. 81–82. By this approach, one tries to cut

down the dimension of an extremal face, denoted by FL associated with some

nonample, nef Cartier divisorL, so as to reach an extremal ray in the end.Our problem

will be to control some numerical data of those semi-ample divisors. This can be

solved by using the first step. Another problem comes with the control of the dimen-

sional reduction just mentioned. For the purpose of effectivity, one is tempted to

bound a certain constant n0 used in [KM2]. We do not know whether this can be

done. However, we show that if n0 fails to be effectively bounded in a certain

way, it will lead to an alternative (effective) method, which is a modification of

the method of [KM2], for working out the reduction of dim FL. The remaining task

of producing ample or very ample divisors on targets, with controlled numerical

data, is an easy consequence of Rationality Theorem for nef and big divisors, and

effective very ampleness [cf. (1.4)].
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Notation

A normal variety X is said to have terminal (resp. canonical) singularities if the

following (1) and (2) are satisfied.

(1) rKX is a Cartier divisor for some r 2 N (the smallest r ¼ rX is defined to be the

index of X).

(2) For any smooth resolution f : Y! X with Ei exceptional divisors, we have

KY ¼ f
KX þ

P
i aiEi with ai > 0 (resp. ai5 0).

Zn�1ðXÞ (n ¼ dim X) and Div ðXÞ denote respectively the group of Weil divisors and

Cartier divisors on X; tensoring with Q over Z, write Zn�1ðXÞQ and DivðXÞQ for Q-

divisors and Q-Cartier Q-divisors. X is said to be Q -factorial if every Weil divisor D

on X is Q-Cartier. Let Z1ðXÞ be the group of 1-cycles on X. We have the notion of

numerical equivalence and algebraic equivalence, denoted by � and � respectively,

so that if X is projective, N1ðXÞ ¼ ðZ1ðXÞ= �Þ �Z R and N1ðXÞ ¼ fCartier divisors

on Xg= � �ZR are dual to each other under the natural intersection pairing. The

Picard number is rðXÞ ¼ dimN1ðXÞ. If C is a curve on X, ½C� denotes the class

of C in N1ðXÞ. NEðXÞ is the convex cone in N1ðXÞ generated by classes of effective

1-cycles in Z1ðXÞ and NEðXÞ the closure of NEðXÞ in N1ðXÞ.

Throughout this article, the general notation Niðx; y; z; . . .Þ (i ¼ 1; 2; . . .) is meant

to be effectively computable functions in terms of variables x; y; z; . . . .

1. Preliminary Effectivity Results

Here we survey some (mostly known) effective bounds, all of which will be needed in

later sections.

PROPOSITION 1.1 ðiÞ Let X be a normal projective variety and L a very ample

Cartier divisor on X with ðLnÞ4 d, n ¼ dimX. Then ðLn�1 � KXÞ4 d 2: ðiiÞ Let M and

D be nef, Q-Cartier divisors on X, and D be big. Then ðMnÞ4 ðDn�1 �M Þn=ðDnÞn�1.
Proof. (i) If X is smooth, the assertion is proved in Lemma 3.5 of [Ts]. By an

examination the same argument is applicable here, mainly because the singularities

are of codimension at least two. (ii) First assume M is ample. If D is ample, the

assertion follows directly from Proposition 2.2 of [LM]. If D is only big and nef,

replacing D by kDþ T where T is ample and k 2 N, gives it as k!1. The similar

replacement kMþ T works if M is only nef. Hence, Proposition 1.1. &

PROPOSITION 1.2. Let X be a normal projective variety with only Q-factorial

terminal singularities and f : X! X 0 be a contraction morphism. mX is defined in

0:1.

ðiÞ If dim X ¼ 3, then rX ¼ mX.

ðiiÞ If dim X ¼ n5 3 and f is divisorial, then mX 0 4 ð2n� 2Þm2
X.

ðiiiÞ If f is small with its flip fþ : Xþ ! X 0, then mXþ 4mXrXrXþ .
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Proof. (i) is in ([Ka2], Corollary 5.2), (ii) in ([Ko], Proposition 6.16) and

(iii) straightforward from the proof in ([KM], Proposition 3.37). Hence, Proposition

1.2.

Remark 1:2:1. For a three-dimensional flip Xþ the index rXþ was explicitly

studied by Kollár and Mori ([KM], Section 13) for exceptional cases.

As a corollary to the Rationality Theorem (cf. [KM2], Theorem 3.5) one has

COROLLARY 1.3. Let X be a projective variety with only canonical singularities

such that KX is not nef. Suppose L is a big and nef Cartier divisor such that mLþ rKX
is ample for sufficiently large m with r ¼ rX. Then the Q-divisor

Lþ
1

rðnþ 1Þ þ 1
KX

is ample, n ¼ dim X.

Combining the Rationality Theorem and [Ko2] gives

PROPOSITION 1.4 ðEffective very amplenessÞ. There are explicit positive integers

aðnÞ, bðnÞ such that if Z is any n-dimensional normal projective variety with only canonical

singularities and H an ample, Cartier divisor on Z, then arZKZ þ brZH is very ample.

COROLLARY 1.4.1. In the notation of Proposition 1:4, there exists a very ample

divisor L on X with the property that

ðLnÞ4 ðaðnÞrZdþ bðnÞrZxÞ
n=dn; d ¼ ðHnÞ; x ¼ ðHn�1 � KXÞ:

Let X be a normal projective variety with only canonical singularities, L be

an ample Cartier divisor on X and l an extremal ray of X. Write l ¼ R5 0½C� for an

irreducible (reduced) curve C. We shall take C to satisfy the property that for any

irreducible (reduced) curve C1 with ½C1� ¼ e½C� we have e5 1. (The existence of

such a curve is easily checked.)

DEFINITION 1.5. For the sake of convenience we call C an extremal curve asso-

ciated with l if there is no danger of confusion.

Let X be an n-dimensional normal projective variety with canonical singularities.

Let l be any extremal ray of X. There exists a rational curve C 0 with ½C 0� 2 l such that

�2n4 ðKX � C 0Þð<0Þ (cf. Theorem 3.7 of [KM2]). If n ¼ 3 one has

PROPOSITION 1.6. Assume furthermore X is Q-factorial with nonnegative Kodaira

dimension, then �4 < ðKX � CÞð<0Þ if dimX ¼ 3.
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Proof. Let f : X! X 0 be the contraction morphism associated to l. If f is small,

one has (e.g. [CKM], (14.5.7)) �14 ðKX � C Þð<0Þ. Suppose f is divisorial with E

the exceptional locus of f. If fðEÞ is a curve, let C0 be a generic fiber of fjE, which

is a rational curve (cf. [CKM], (14.5.3)). The argument in (14.5.7) of [CKM] applies

here (because f�1ðpÞ is at most one-dimensional for p 2 X 0 so that the vanishing result

ðÞ in (14.5.6) of [CKM] remains true), so �14 ðKX � C0Þ ð<0Þ. If fðEÞ is a point,

then by Remark 6.15 of [Ko] E is covered by rational curves C0 satisfying

�ððEþKXÞ �C
0Þ42ðn�1Þ.Using ðE;C0Þ< 0gives�ðKX �C

0Þ< 4.Hence, �ðKX �CÞ< 4,

as desired. &

2. Finiteness Property on Indices of Divisors

Let X be a normal projective variety of dimension n5 3 with only rational

singularities.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X be as above. Then the set of indices for Q-Cartier Weil

divisors on X is finite.

Motivated by a result of Kollár ([Ko3], (2.1.8)) one first proves

LEMMA 2.1.1. Let X be as above, and L a line bundle on XnZ where Z is a subvariety

of codimension at least two. Suppose c1ðLÞ is contained in the image

H 2ðX;ZÞ ! H 2ðXnZ;ZÞ. Then L extends to a line bundle on X.

Proof. First assume dim Z ¼ 0. Let U be a Stein neighborhood of Z,

so PicðUÞ ffi H 2ðU;ZÞ (e.g. [KM2], (4.13)). A preimage �cc 2 H 2ðX;ZÞ, of c1ðLÞ, gives

an M 2 PicðUÞ. After a possible shrinking of U; c1 : PicðUnZ Þ ! H 2ðUnZ;ZÞ is

injective (cf. [Fl], 6.1). One concludesMjUnZ ffi LjUnZ; L extends. The case dim Z > 0

can be done by exactly the same induction in (2.1.8) of [Ko3]. Hence, Lemma 2.1.1. &

Proof of Proposition 2:1: Let f : Y! X be a smooth resolution of singularities such

that f jYnE : Y n E! XnSingðX Þ is an isomorphism, where E ¼ [14 j4mEj is the

exceptional locus of f. The following construction is similar to that by Kawamata in

Proposition 5.5 of [Ka]. Let L, M be very ample divisors on Y, X. Write

b1 < b2 < � � � < bp4 n� 2 and 0 ¼ s0 < s1 < s2 < � � � < sp ¼ m for the numbers

satisfying that after a reindex ofEj, dim fðEjÞ ¼ br for j 2 Ir ¼ ½sr�1 þ 1; sr�. Fix a rwith

14 r4 p. Take general members Li 2 jLj and Mj 2 jMj with 14 i4 n� 2� br and

14 j4 br, setMj
0 to be the strict transform ofMj and let Sr ¼ \iLi \j Mj

0. For k 2 Ir,

write Ck ¼ Ek \ Sr. Then it can be checked that fðCkÞ is zero-dimensional, and the

matrix ðEi;CjÞ is nondegenerate by using Hodge index theorem. For that check

one useful ingredient is that if r0 < r and k0 2 Ir0 , then the curve Ek0 \ Sr is disjoint

from Ck.

Given a Q-Cartier divisor D. f D ¼ D0 þ
P
diEi where D0 is the proper transform

of D and di 2 Q. The equations ðf D � CjÞ ¼ 0 give an integer l dependent only on
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ðEi � CjÞ such that ldi 2 Z for each i. Write iX : H2ðX;ZÞ ! H2ðX;QÞ, and denote by

H2ðX;ZÞtor the torsion subgroup; similar notation for Y. Define finitely generated

subgroups of H2ðY;QÞ:

iY f H2ðX;ZÞ :¼ A; f H2ðX;QÞ \ iY H2ðY;ZÞ :¼ B; A � B:

It follows, for some l0, l0B � A. One finds ll 0f D is Cartier and c1ðll
0f DÞ 2

iY f H2ðX;ZÞ. Since by Leray spectral sequence and R1fQ ¼ 0 (cf. [KM],

(12.1.3)), f  : H2ðX;QÞ ! H2ðY;QÞ is injective, one concludes that c1ðll
0DÞ 2 iX

H 2ðX;ZÞ, i.e. c1ðll
0DÞ ¼ iXðcÞ for c 2 H2ðX;ZÞ. Moreover, since ll0f D is Cartier

and aH2ðY;ZÞtor ¼ 0 for some a 2 N, að f c� c1ðll
0f DÞÞ ¼ 0 in H2ðY;ZÞ, so

ac� c1 all
0DjXnZ

� �
¼ 0 in H2ðXnZ;ZÞ by f : Y n E ’ X n Z, giving all0D is Cartier

by Lemma 2.1.1. Proposition 2.1 is proved. &

3. A Bound on Picard Number

The following bound on Picard number will be needed in later sections.

PROPOSITION 3.1. There exists an Nðx; y; z;wÞ such that if Z is any normal

projective variety with terminal singularities and nonnegative Kodaira dimension, and

H is an ample Cartier divisor on Z, then rðZÞ4Nðn; d; x; rZÞ; n ¼ dimZ, ðHn�1 � KZÞ

4x and ðHnÞ4 d.

We use the following lemma.

LEMMA 3.1.1. Let X be a smooth minimal surface of general type. Then

h1;1ðX Þ4 4c21ðX Þ þ 30.

Proof. First h1;1 ¼ 2þ 2pg �
1
3c

2
1 þ

2
3c2 with pg the geometric genus by [Hir] and

Hodge index theorem. For a minimal surface X of general type, one has the

Noether inequality pg4 1
2c

2
1 þ 2 and c2 4 5c21 þ 36 (cf. [BPV], p. 210-211). Hence,

Lemma 3.1.1. &

Proof of Proposition 3:1: First assume that Z is smooth. It suffices to bound

h1;1ðZÞ. By the effective very ampleness (1.4) replacing H by L of the form

L ¼ aHþ bKZ, we assume L and L0 ¼ ðn� 2ÞLþ KZ are very ample. Let S be a

smooth surface cut out by n� 2 generic members of jLj. By Lefchetz Hyperplane

Theorem (cf. [GH]), and Lemma 3.1.1 it suffices to estimate ðK2
SÞ. One has

ðK2
SÞ ¼ ðL

02 � Ln�2Þ4 ððL0 þ LÞnÞ, on which applying Proposition 1.1 yields a bound.

If Z is not smooth, a small modification gives very ample divisors L, L0 (with KZ
replaced by rZKZ) and S similarly. Since Z is smooth in codimension two (e.g.

[CKM], (6.13)) and rðSÞ ¼ h1;1ðSÞ (e.g. (19.3.1) and (19.1.5) of [Fu]), it suffices to

show that

rðZÞ4rðSÞ: ð3:1:2Þ
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If D is any Cartier divisor on Z such that its restriction to S is numerically zero, then

by ([Fu], Example 19.3.3, p. 389) D is numerically zero on Z, yielding (3.1.2). The

proof of Proposition 3.1 is completed.

4. An Effective Result on Rationality Theorem

Let X be a normal projective variety. Assume that X is Q-factorial. Let f : X! Y be

the contraction morphism associated with an extremal ray l 2 NEðX Þ. Assume the

Kodaira dimension of X is non-negative. If f is divisorial (resp. small) (e.g. [KM2],

Proposition 2.5), we say l is of divisorial type (resp. flipping type).

The main result of this section is the following.

THEOREM 4.1. There exists a computable function Nðx; y; z;wÞ with the following

property. Let X be as in Main Theorem 0:2: H an ample Cartier divisor on X and define

r ¼ rH ¼ maxft 2 R : Hþ tKX nefg

Then

r4Nðn; d; x;mXÞ:

where ðHnÞ4 d, ðHn�1 � KXÞ4x and n ¼ dim X.

We need the following lemmas for the proof.

LEMMA 4.1.1. Let L, D and E be Q-Cartier divisors on a projective variety X of

dimension n. Fix nonnegative integers p and q with pþ q ¼ n� 1. Suppose the inter-

section numbers ðLq � ðLþDÞi � ðL�DÞp�i � EÞ5 0 for all i with 04 i4 p. Then

jðLq �Dp � EÞj4 ðLn�1 � EÞ.
Proof. Write ðLn�1 � EÞ � ðLq �Dp � EÞ ¼ ðLq � Lp � EÞ � ðLq �Dp � EÞ, which equals

Xi¼p
i¼0

c�i ðL
q � ðLþDÞi � ðL�DÞp�i � EÞ

by the simple algebraic identity:

ap � bp ¼
Xi¼p
i¼0

c�i ðaþ bÞ
i
ða� bÞp�i;

where

c�i ¼
1

2p

 
p

i

� �
� ð�1Þp�i

p

i

� �!
5 0:

Hence, Lemma 4.1.1 follows. &

LEMMA 4.1.2. Let f :W! V be a birational morphism between Q-factorial normal

projective varieties with terminal singularities. Let E denote the exceptional locus of f
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and N be any nef Cartier divisor on W. Suppose the Kodaira dimension of W is non-

negative. Then ðNn�1 � EÞ4 rVðN
n�1 � KWÞ, n ¼ dim W and rV the index of V.

Proof. One has (e.g. [KM2], Section 2.3)

rVKW ¼ frVKV þ
X
i

qiEi; qi 2 N: ð4:1:2:1Þ

where [iEi ¼ E. Since jmKWj 6¼ ; and jmfKVj 6¼ ; for m large, one has

ðNn�1 � KWÞ5 0; ðNn�1 � fKVÞ5 0:

It follows from (4.1.2.1) that ðNn�1 � E Þ4 ðNn�1 � rVKWÞ. Hence Lemma 4.1.2. &

Proof of Theorem 4:1: Let C be an extremal curve of divisorial type in X. Write

p : X! Y for the extremal contraction with respect to C, and E the exceptional

divisor of p. Let

rC ¼ �
ðH � CÞ

ðKX � CÞ
ð4:1:3Þ

so that ððHþ rCKXÞ � CÞ ¼ 0. It follows that

Hþ rCKX 2 pðPicðY ÞÞ �Q ð4:1:4Þ

(e.g. [KM2, p. 76]). Since ððHþ rKXÞ � CÞ5 0 and ðKX � CÞ < 0, one has

r4 rC: ð4:1:5Þ

It suffices therefore to bound rC.

For bounding rC our method needs to modify H first. By Corollary 1.3

½rXðnþ 1Þ þ 1�Hþ KX :¼ L0 is ample. Let L ¼ L0 þ ðrXðnþ 1Þ þ 1ÞH. Then L,

Lþ KX (¼ 2L0) and L� KX (¼ constant �H) are ample, Q-Cartier. Rewriting

rC gives

rC ¼
1

2ðrXðnþ 1Þ þ 1Þ

ðL � CÞ

ð�KX � CÞ
þ

1

2ðrXðnþ 1Þ þ 1Þ
: ð4:1:6Þ

Note that the intersection numbers ðLnÞ � ðLn�1:KXÞ associated with L can be bounded

in terms of those with H by using Proposition 1.1. In view of (4.1.6) and the preced-

ing note, there would be no harm if we replace H by L. In the following let H be L,

still denoted by H, with the assumption that both Hþ KX and H� KX are ample.

Since E is mapped to a subvariety of codimension at least two, by (4.1.4) it follows�
ðHþ rCKXÞ

n�1
� E
�
¼ 0

which is a polynomial equation PðrCÞ ¼ 0 of degree no more than n� 1. An explicit

bound on rC is surely obtainable if one can bound the coefficients of PðxÞ, for which

one is reduced to bounding jðHq � K
p
X � EÞj, pþ q ¼ n� 1. By Lemmas 4.1.1, 4.1.2

and 1.2,

jðHq � K
p
X � E Þj4 ðH

n�1 � E Þ; pþ q ¼ n� 1;
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and

ðHn�1 � E Þ4m2
Xð2n� 2ÞðHn�1 � KXÞ:

Therefore the proof of Theorem 4.1 is completed. &

Somewhat unexpectedly, (ii) of the following corollary bounds degrees of certain

extremal curves which are not necessarily of divisorial type. This will be needed in (6.1.1).

COROLLARY 4.2. ðiÞ In the notation of Theorem 4:1, let C in X be any extremal

curve of divisorial type. Then ðH:CÞ4 2nNðn; d; x;mXÞ. ðiiÞ Let C0 2 FHþrHKX be any
extremal curve ðnot necessarily of divisorial typeÞ. Then ðH � C0Þ4 2nNðn:d; x;mXÞ.
Proof. (i) follows from (4.1.3), (1.6) and a bound of rC; (ii) from ðH � C 0 Þ

�

ð�KX � C
0 Þ ¼ r and r4 rC by (4.1.5). Hence, Corollary 4.2. &

COROLLARY 4.3. There exists an Nðx; y; z;wÞ such that in the notation of Theorem

4:1, the number of extremal rays of divisorial type in X is bounded ðaboveÞ by

Nðn; d; x;mXÞ.
Proof. Let fCig be a set of extremal curves of divisorial type. One finds a very

ample divisor L and bounds ðL � CiÞ by, say d
0 (cf. 1.4.1, 4.2 and 1.1). Form a Chow

variety Cm of irreducible curves (in X) of degree m (w.r.t. L). Set C ¼
‘
m4d0 Cm. Since

Ci and Cj (i 6¼ j) fall in different irreducible components of C as ½Ci� 6¼ ½Cj�, by

explicit estimates on the number of irreducible components of Cm in terms of m

and degree of X (e.g. [Ts], Proposition 3.1), one obtains this corollary. Indeed a

glance at (3.1) of [Ts] with the notation there requires, in addition to m and

degX ¼ ðLnÞ, the information for N and h0ðGðN� k� 1;NÞ;OGðmÞÞ with k ¼ 1,

where N ¼ h0ðX;LÞ � 1. Now degX5N� nþ 1 (e.g. [GH], p. 173). And

h0ðGðN� k� 1;NÞ;OGðmÞÞ4 CðCðNþmÞ;m; kþ 1Þ where Cða; bÞ denotes the bin-

omial coefficient. For this proof we refer to ([Ca], p. 578). Hence Corollary 4.3. &

The following discussion on smooth 3-folds is included for its own right. In nota-

tion above, bounding rC is equivalent to bounding ðH:CÞ. For smooth 3-folds one

can bound ðH:CÞ directly. This method gives a better bound of rH.

PROPOSITION 4.4. Let X be a smooth projective threefold with nonnegative

Kodaira dimension, H and rH as in Theorem 4:1: Then rH4 4ðH2 � KXÞ.

We will use the following lemma.

LEMMA 4.4.1. Let p : S! C be a ruled surface with an ample divisor M on S. Then

ðM � f Þ4 ðM2Þ where f is a fiber ðisomorphic to P
1
Þ.

Proof. Write X ffi PðEÞ for some vector bundle E of rank 2 over C. There exists a

section C0 of p : X! C such that C0 ¼ OPðEÞð1Þ as line bundles ([Ht], p. 373).
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Put �e ¼ ðC2
0Þ and write M ¼ aC0 þ bf as numerical classes (f a fiber) ([Ht], p. 370).

Thus ðM � fÞ4 ðM2Þ is equivalent to a4 � a2eþ 2ab. For e5 0, b5 aeþ 1 by

([Ht], p. 382) and for e < 0, b5 1
2aeþ

1
2 ([Ht], p. 382). Thus one has proved

Lemma 4.4.1. &

Proof of Proposition 4:4: Let C be any extremal curve in X with f : X! X 0 the

associated (divisorial) contraction morphism. It suffices to bound ðH � CÞ. Let

E be the exceptional locus of f. According to a classification (cf. [Mo2], Theorem

3.3), there are five cases for f and E. For cases where fðEÞ is a point and E is P
2,

P
1
� P

1 or an irreducible reduced singular quadric surface Q in P
3, the divisor

class group ClðEÞ is Z or Z�Z. Write

HjE ¼
X
i

aiCi; ai 2 Z;

where Ci � E are (reduced) irreducible curves. Since any curve C 0 of X with fðC 0Þ
being a point must be numerically a multiple of C, we put ½Ci� ¼ ei½C� with ei 2 R

and ei5 1 (C being extremal). It follows the image of ClðEÞ in N1ðXÞ is isomorphic

to Z. Hence, ei 2 N, ½HjE� ¼ q½C� in N1ðXÞ and q 2 N. Thus ðH � CÞ4 ðH �HjEÞ ¼
ðH2:EÞ. The remaining case where fjE : E! fðEÞ is a ruled surface is solved by

(4.4.1). By (4.1.2.1) and (1.2), the proof of Proposition 4.4 is completed.

5. Review of Cone Theorem

The Cone Theorem was first treated by Mori [Mo2] for smooth threefolds. For the

general result after Mori, we refer to (9.10) of [CKM] for a detailed historical

account. In Lecture 11 of [CKM] or [KM2, p. 82] a new proof of part of the Cone

Theorem was given due to J. Kollár, T. Luo, K. Matsuki and S. Mori. We shall

describe some basics of their method. Being included for the convenience of the

reader this section is expository in nature; all of what follows is taken from

[KM2] except the definition of nLðGÞ.
Let L be any nonample, nef Cartier divisor such that L? does not meet

ðNEðXÞ \ ðKXÞ5 0Þ except at 0. Define FL to be L? \NEðXÞ. FL is the extremal face

of NEðXÞ associated with L. Note it follows that ðKX � zÞ < 0 if z 2 FL. L is also

called a supporting function for FL. Given any ample divisor G set

rLðn;GÞ ¼ maxft 2 R : nLþ Gþ ðt=eÞKX is nefg; e ¼ ½rXðdimXþ 1Þ�!; n 2 N;

which is an integer by Rationality Theorem.

The goal of the following is to get a supporting function for an extremal ray.

(i) rLðn;GÞ is nondecreasing and stabilizes to a positive integer rLðGÞ for n 0.

For our purpose we assume n0 � nLðGÞ to be the minimum among integers n1
with the property that rLðn;GÞ ¼ rLðGÞ if n5n1. Note that DðnL;GÞ � neLþ
eGþ rLðGÞKX where n5n0, is a nonample, nef divisor such that FDðnL;GÞ is

well-defined in the sense above.
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(ii) FDðnL;GÞ is contained in FL provided that n5 1þ n0. Moreover FDðn0L;GÞ ¼

FDðnL;GÞ if n05n > n0, which is seen by the equality

Dðn0L;GÞ ¼ DðnL;GÞ þ ðn0 � nÞeL:

(iii) Suppose dim FDðnL;GÞ ¼ dim FL > 1, n 0. Then the set of equations, in which

the ample divisors fHigi give a basis of N1ðX Þ,

nLþHi þ
rLðHiÞ

e

� 	
KX


 �
� z

� 
¼ 0; z 2 N1ðX Þ; n 0;

cannot all be satisfied on FL. Thus there is an i such that dim FDðnL;HiÞ is strictly

less than dim FL if n5 1þ nLðHiÞ.

Repeating the argument over successfully smaller faces for r0 times where

r0 < rðX Þ, one obtains an L0 such that FL0 � FL and dim FL0 ¼ 1.

6. Construction of a Supporting Function with Effective Bounds

The goal of this section is to construct a supporting function in an effective way.

PROPOSITION 6.1. There exists an Nðx; y; z;wÞ with the following property. Let the

notation and assumption be as in Main Theorem. There exists a Cartier divisor

D ¼ vKX þ
X
i

uiHi

on X, with the property that it is a supporting function for an extremal ray ðnot neces-

sarily of divisorial typeÞ in X, and satisfies

04 v; ui4Nðn; d; x;mXÞ; 8i: :

Proof. We shall freely use the notation of Section 5. Set M ¼
Pj¼r

j¼1 Hj. Consider

L ¼ eMþ rðMÞKX such that L is nef but non-ample. Write T ¼ Hi with

14 i4r.

(6.1.1) Bound of rðM Þ and rLðT Þ. Theorem 4.1 (and 1.1) controls rðM Þ. For rLðT Þ,

letC be any extremal curve in FDðnL;TÞ so that rLðT Þ¼ eðT �CÞ=ð�KX �CÞ. Since ðT � CÞ4
ðM � CÞ by definition, it reduces to ðM � CÞ. This follows from ii) of Corollary 4.2.

Hence a bound on rLðT Þ.

(6.1.2) The main task in the proof is to study nLðT Þ, on which an effective bound

remains unknown. We shall show that if nLðT Þ occurs out of control in some way, by

modifying the method of Section 5 one will be led to another semi-ample divisor

whose associated extremal face is of smaller dimension. Let us set up definitions.

In the notation of Section 5, denote rLðn;TÞ by rðnÞ for simplicity. Define

D0ðnL;TÞ � D0n � nLþ Tþ
rðnÞ
e

� 	
KX; n 2 N [ f0g:

Note the difference between eD0n and DðnL;T Þ (which is defined in (i) of Section 5):

eD0n equals DðnL;T Þ provided n5nLðT Þ. By the definition of rðnÞ, D0n is a nef but
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non-ample Q-divisor. Define

A ¼ ftj t 2 N [ f0g; FD0s � FL; 8s5 tg

t0 ¼ �1þminA

We shall show that t0 can be explicitly bounded (6.1.3). To relate nLðT Þ to t0, it turns
out that if nLðT Þ exceeds a certain critical value, eD0n can be used for the dimen-

sional reduction of the extremal face (6.1.4).

(6.1.3) Bound of t0. Pick an l 2 FD0t0
nFL. Writing out ðD0t0 � l Þ ¼ 0 yields, by ðL � l Þ 6¼ 0

since l =2FL,

t0 ¼ �
eðT � l Þ þ rLðt0;T ÞðKX � l Þ

eðL � l Þ
: ð6:1:3:1Þ

Since an extremal face is the convex hull of its extremal rays (cf. [KM2], p. 18), with-

out loss of generality we assume that Rþl 2 FD0t0
nFL is an extremal ray of X.

By rLðt0;T Þ4 rLðT Þ we have from (6.1.3.1),

t0 4 rLðT Þ
�ðKX � l Þ

eðL � l Þ

4 2n
rLðT Þ

e

by Proposition 1.6. Thus a bound on t0 follows from (6.1.1).

(6.1.4) Either

t0 4nLðT Þ4 t0 þ 1

holds, or, given any b5 t0 þ 1, we have FD0
b
� FL and

dim FD0
b
< dim FL:

Proof of ð6:1:4Þ: Write n0 ¼ nLðT Þ. In (6.1.4) the statement that

FD0
b0
� FL ð6:1:4:1Þ

for any b0 > t0, is nothing but a restatement of the definition of t0. We postpone the

proof n0 5 t0 until the end. To prove the rest of (6.1.4) one argues by contradiction.

Suppose

n0 > t0 þ 1; dim FD0
b1
5 dim FL for some b1 5 t0 þ 1: ð6:1:4:2Þ

By (6.1.4.2) and (6.1.4.1)

FD0
b1
¼ FL; ð6:1:4:3Þ

and by (6.1.4.1) for any b0 > t0,

FD0
b0
� FD0

b1
: ð6:1:4:4Þ
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Fix a b0 satisfying b0 > b1 and b05n0. Write

D0b0 ¼ D
0
b1
þ ðb0 � b1ÞLþ

c

e
KX ð6:1:4:5Þ

where c � rðb0Þ � rðb1Þ.

Case b1 < n0. Fix a nonzero l 2 FD0
b0
. By (6.1.4.3) and (6.1.4.4), one arrives at

ðD0b0 � lÞ ¼ ðD
0
b1
� l Þ ¼ ðL � l Þ ¼ 0: ð6:1:4:6Þ

Since c 6¼ 0 from b05n0 and the minimality of n0, ðKX � l Þ ¼ 0 by (6.1.4.5), a

contradiction.

Case b1 5n0. Then FD0
b1
� FD0n0

(with b0, b1 in (6.1.4.5) set to be b1, n0 respectively

and with c ¼ rðb1Þ � rðn0Þ ¼ 0 by minimality of n0). Hence, by (6.1.4.3),

FL � FD0n0
: ð6:1:4:7Þ

Since n0 � 1 > t0 from (6.1.4.2), by definition of t0,

FD0n0�1
� FL: ð6:1:4:8Þ

With (6.1.4.7) and (6.1.4.8) we find as before that for all l 2 FD0n0�1
, ðKX � l Þ ¼ 0 (using

n0, n0 � 1 for (6.1.4.5) and noting c ¼ rðn0Þ � rðn0 � 1Þ > 0 by minimality), a

contradiction.

It remains to prove n0 5 t0. Suppose otherwise: t0 > n0. Fixing any s5 t0, in

(6.1.4.5) with c ¼ rðsÞ � rðn0Þ ¼ 0, one has FD0s � FL, a contradiction since t0 =2A.

The proof of (6.1.4) is thereby completed.

Completion by induction. Start with L ¼ eMþ rðM ÞKX :¼ L1, and suppose

dim FL1
> 1. There exists an Hi :¼ T1, such that n1 ¼ dim FDðn1L1;T1Þ < dim FL1

for

n1 large. By using (6.1.4) and (6.1.3), if n1 has a bound (6.1.4) and n1 > 1, set

L2 ¼ Dðn1L1;T1Þ; or, there exists a t2 with explicit bound (6.1.3), such that with

L2 ¼ eD
0ðt2L1;T1Þ, n

0
1 ¼ dim FL2

< dim FL1
. In either case, replacing L1 by L2 one

checks the process can be repeated. Since it takes at most r times, where r has a

bound (3.1), one finds a supporting function D as stated. The proof of Proposition

6.1 is completed.

7. Proof of Main Theorem

With D in (6.1), form Di :¼ ewiDþ eHi þ rDðHiÞKX for wi large, such that FDi � FD.

Then FDi ¼ FD since dim FD ¼ 1, and

Di ¼ fLi ð7:1Þ

for ample Cartier divisors Li on X
0 where f : X! X 0 is the contraction associated

with D. In order to bound wi one rules out the second possibility in (6.1.4) because

dim FD ¼ 1. Thus one finds an explicit w0, such that Di with any wi5w0 does the

job. It is easily verified by linear algebra that by setting wi ¼ w for some

w4w0 þ rþ 1 the linear span of Di’s (in N1ðX Þ) is of imension r� 1. Hence,
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fLig14i4r�1 constitute a basis of N1ðX 0Þ (with intersection numbers controlled), prov-

ing (i) of the Main Theorem.

We prove (ii) of Main Theorem. With Lj’s in (7.1), by Kleiman’s criterion

mfþLj þ rXþKXþ is ample on Xþ for m large. One bounds m by (1.3) and denotes

by Hþj (14 j4r� 1) the resulting ample divisors. Similarly, Hþr :¼ ðrXþÞ

ðrXþnþ rXþ þ 1ÞfþHþ1 þ rXþKXþ is ample. These form a basis of N1ðXþÞ. The proof

of Main Theorem is completed.

Remark 7:2: Some remarks about making the divisors very ample on X, Xþ are

in order. If f : X! X0 is divisorial, X0 is Q-factorial. Applying (1.4) to Li of (7.1)

produces very ample divisors: Vi ¼ aiLi þ biKX0 . Vi’s can be made to be linearly

independent in N1ðX0Þ. But if f is small, X0 is no longer Q-Gorenstein. Instead, one

may use effective base point freeness (cf. [Ko2]) to conclude jmDij for Di of (7.1) is

base point free with m effectively bounded. It follows mDi ¼ fðMiÞ for very ample

divisors Mi on X0 (e.g. [KM2], p. 84–85). But the numerical data produced this

way appears much larger than that in the previous case, in view of the work of [Ko2]

and [Siu]. The case for fþ : Xþ ! X0 is similar and omitted.
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